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The newest royal couple are catching a lot of warmth in their demands for privacy. Prince Harry and Meghan Markle are new parents and have made it clear they want their space. It seems that every time they ask for a little privacy, the press jumps on them. British tabloids fuel rumours of two and their constant attacks leave the Duke and Duchess having to
defend themselves a lot. There was a lot of speculation about the move to Frogmore Cottage with Meghan Markle and Prince Harry | Karwai Tang/WireImage Before Baby Archie was born, the two decided to move from the Windsor Estate to the newly renovated Frogmore Cottage. The residence used to be a multifamily home, so the two had plenty of room
to work with. It's only natural that they want extra space for their growing family. But the press wondered if there was another reason why the two wanted to move. There was a lot of speculation about Markle's relationship with relatives. Tabloids posited that she moved because of questions about Kate Middleton, her sister law and husband's Duchess. It is
unclear whether the two moved in due to family problems, although some royal insiders have described the relationship between the two women as tense. There are even reports that Markle made Middleton cry during the royal wedding. In hindsight, though, it seems that the move to Frogmore Cottage may have been part of the couple's attempt at a private
life. The royal couple issued some interesting rules After their move to Frogmore Cottage, the royal handlers gathered all Windsor Estate residents and gave them strict rules. They were told not to speak to, approach or communicate with the Duke and Duchess for any reason. It came as a shock to residents accustomed to royal neighbors. Most Windsor
Estate neighborhoods are occupied by people who work with the royal family. They know the royal protocol and how to honor the royal space. Some have even had tea with the Queen. While some speculate that the royal handler was too eager to dictate the rules, it is clear that the couple wants privacy. Is the media too harsh? No one blames the Duke and
Duchess of Sussex for wanting space. They are constantly attacked by the media. The British tabloids are famously mean and they've been chasing Prince Harry for a while. His mother, Princess Diana, was also a constant target of tabloids and paparazzi. It would be better if the two relax a little despite their best efforts at privacy, Markle and Prince Harry
are still subjects of constant media coverage. According to one royal expert, their requests for privacy may be what makes them more interesting in the media. It was also added to the downside of making them seem aloof and secretive despite the duo's warm and gregarious nature. The source, Daniela Elser, compared Prince Harry and Markle to other
European royals. He said that when the Duke and Duchess take a page from Spanish or Danish. they may have an easier time with the media. He points to other European royals who give little access to the press, and then go about their daily lives in peace. While this may work for others, it seems unlikely that a bit of access would get the media to unleash
Markle and Prince Harry. As we mentioned earlier, Prince Harry has been doing this type of scrutiny all his life, and even he thinks the media attacks are too much. He said he felt racism was behind Markle's particularly cruel treatment. If that is the case, it would explain why they are treated differently from other European royals. Markle is biracial and proud
of her identity. It is likely that even if they do not relax a little and let the media in, they will still be attacked. One of the co-authors of the new book, Prince Harry and Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex, says the whirlwind romance between the couple created a rift between Harry and older brother Prince William that escalated after Harry and Meghan stepped
back from their royal engagements this year. Carolyn Durand, who wrote Finding Freedom with fellow royal insider Omid Scobie, spoke only today on Monday about the tensions between the relationship between the brothers and the touching moment of Harry and Meghan ahead of their 2017 engagement. Look all day today! Get the best news, information
and inspiration for TODAY, all day. I think we've been trying to correct the many misconceptions that we've seen over the last few years, Durand told Joe Fryer. I think the book hopefully tells their fair story from their perspective. The book describes a quick courtship between Harry and Meghan, which the authors said concerned William, who told Harry not to
rush it. Finding Freedom, Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand He expressed to him, maybe he wanted to take more time to get to know Meghan, Durand said. It wasn't because people didn't trust Meghan. It was just because the boys had been watching each other because they were little kids. The two barely spoke months after that conversation and the rift
only widened after Harry and Meghan married in 2018, according to the book. Durand said tensions escalated further this year when Harry and Meghan decided to step down from their royal duties and start a new life in Los Angeles. When we wrote in the book, it wasn't anger, Durand said. It hurt. However, a source close to Prince Harry told NBC News that
the pandemic has brought the royal family closer, especially after the brothers' father, Prince Charles, tested positive for COVID-19 in March. As in any family, there have been some almonds and almonds, but the brothers are on their way back to each other, Durand said. And it's going to take time. The authors spoke to more than 100 sources in the book,
which will be released on Tuesday. They did not speak to Harry and Meghan, but royal expert Victoria Arbiter told TODAY on Monday that their effects. There were a lot of very personal texts that are mentioned in this book, personal feelings, personal accounts that really only could have come from Harry and Meghan, Arbiter said. So while not directly,
there's a suggestion here really that their friends were given permission to speak. I don't think anyone who is a close friend of Harry and Meghan would want to talk without permission, so yes, I'm saying that Harry Meghan's fingerprints are on it, just not directly. The new book is very sympathetic to Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, an expert saysAug. 10,
20203:23The Duke and Duchess ofSussex were not interviewed or contributed to the discovery of Freedom, the couple's spokesman said in a statement today. This book is based on the authors' own experiences as members of the Royal Press Corps and on their own independent reporting. Finding freedom also shows that before Harry and Meghan were
officially engaged, when they were roasting chicken in a Nottingham cottage, he promised to make his wife during his second trip to Botswana. They actually made a promise to each other in Botswana initially under the stars, said Durand. And when Harry got back to London, he proposed for fried chicken. The two are now focused on their humanitarian work
from their home in Los Angeles as they raise their 1-year-old son Archie. When they make video conferencing calls with their team and members of the community, you often see Archie jump into the camera, Durand said. He's walking a little bit now. They are very, very hands-on parents. Pool/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesMeghan Markle has
described the biography as a young woman with a strong sense of right and wrong. Morton writes that as a 10-year-old, Markle participated in classroom discussions beating Rodney Kin, the Gulf War and the presidential contest between Bill Clinton and George H.W. Bush. During one classroom discussion about the looming war in the Gulf, a fellow student
was in tears because he did not believe that his older brother, who served in the U.S. military, would make it home, Morton writes. The issue became such a hot topic that children, led by Meghan, staged a protest on school grounds. A year later, at the age of 11, Markle wrote a complaint to Procter &amp;amp; Gamble regarding the commercial dishwashing
liquid that used the tagline: Women all over America struggle with greasy pots and pans. But he does not just write procter &amp;amp; Gamble - she wrote first lady Hillary Clinton, attorney Gloria Allred and Nick News anchor Linda Ellerbee about the problem. Clinton and Ellerbee sent letters of support in return, but she has never heard of the company,
though they did change the tagline from women to people. After that, she joined the Washington-based National Women's Organization, which Morton writes, became one of the youngest, if not the youngest, members of the group. This early activism sets the stage for humanitarian work. Markle has worked for a wide range of charities and international
organizations, including One Young World, the USO, World Vision Canada and the Un Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment Unit. Women.
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